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RA V YITZHAK HUTNER'S
LECTURE TO A TEACHER'S
CONFERENCE

The following is my translation of a Yiddish address delivered by R. Hutner z'l
to a conference of educators. It was published as a Yiddish appendix to the Shavuot
volume of his Pachad Yitzhak (5731). Despite the practical orientation of his
remarks and the absence of detailed textual reflection, this lecture represents many
characteristic features of R. Hutner's intellectual style: the often-paradoxical

originality; the penetrating wit and sarcasm; the open authoritarianism. Two
themes, however stand out in this lecture: R. Hutner's critique of modern educa-
tional philosophy and some possible implications of his practical suggestions.

The healthy educational situation is defined as the transmission of Torah from
father to son, that is, by a personal tie rather than a merely professional one. Under
contemporary circumstances a double alienation threatens:

(I) The educating authority is moved from father to teacher. This is a necessary
response to a crisis in Jewish history, according to R. Hutner, and is provided for by
halakhah. The key to this transition is that the teacher not succumb to the pitfalls of
"professionalism" but retain the awareness of his personal bond with the talmidim.

(2) Many modern Jewish educators, however, suffer from the delusion that this
very "professionalization" of teaching Torah is an advance to be welcomed rather
than a mortal danger to be averted. Towards such an attitude R. Hutner is
unreservedly scornful, as it insidiously undermines his understanding of the Torah
view of education.

One might compare some aspects of R. Hutner's attack on establishmentarian
educational policy with certain radical jeremiads on the role of the so-called

"therapeutic professions" (including those ensconced in the school system) in
American life today. i Both analyses do not stop with objections to the specific
guidance offered by the "professional" but go on to question the effect on authentic
cultural or spiritual life through the "professionalization" of experts in the most vital
areas of human existence. From R. Hutner we derive a name for this enemy: the "in-
cubator" mentality,

To implement R. Hutner's ideal is, of course, easier said than done, measured as
it is more in terms of the quality of a total commitment than in tcrms of spccific
policy decisions. To make personal the relation between teacher and student depends
less on the fealty offered to some romantic critique than on the intellectual and emo-
tional resources of the teacher and the students. And the same style does not fit every
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teacher: as personalities and circumstances permit, there is room for paternal, avun-
cular and fraternal modes of relationship, among others. Much depends on courage,
abilty and the sheer good fortune (remember that, in the oft-quoted words of the
Zohar, "even a sefer Torah in the Heikhal requires mazzal") which "matches" the
right teacher with the right students.

Nevertheless, there are occasions when the delusion of "professionalization" can
be recognized in a specific policy and consciously resisted. Colleagues with whom I
am privileged to discuss such matters often deplore the tendency toward introduc-
tory or survey-style study which promises a modicum of information about various
disciplines at the expense of the genuine confrontation which "works through" the
texts and problems of a discipline in order to win for oneself a derekh of learning. If
R. Hutner imagines a world in which life (= Torah) becomes a professionalized
undertaking and all infants are thrust into the "incubator" at birth, one might con-
template the institution which offers "Introduction to Existence" (= Torah) to ex-
empt its students from actually existing. But in the light of R. Hutner's critique, the
blame for this trend should not be ascribed simply to the personal insensitivities and
shortcomings (whether intellectual, moral or spiritual) of the people who formulate
curricula; one should rathcr explode the systematic delusion of bureaucracy which
prefers the type of knowledge which does not seek genuine personal understanding.

The two practical proposals - encouraging night seder and discouraging days
off - should be understood within the framework of R. Hutner's doctrine of talmud
Torah, which is profoundly expounded throughout the Shavuot volume of Pachad
Yitzhak and which, like all of his writings, has yet to receive appropriate attention
within the circles of modern Orthodoxy.' Let us note one major theme which ap-
pears in many of his studies on Hilkhot Talmud Torah: The commandment to study
is unique in that it is fulfiled not only during the time when it is actually performed,
but even at moments when it is seemingly suspended. Rambam, for example, states
that when one must interrupt study in order to fulfil another mitsvah, one should
perform that mitsvah and "resume one's study.'" R. Hutner asks: what is the need
for the last phrase- if the cause for the interruption has ceased, there is no longer

reason to withdraw from one's study? And R. Hutner remarks that when one
resumes study straightaway, it is not as if one had commenced studying anew, but as
if the interruption had not occurred; the intervening period is subsumed within the
continuous commitment to study.' In one context R. Hutner (whose sensitivity to
music was well-known) borrows an analogy from the realm of music: when one

speaks, for example, of a two-hour violin concert, one refers not only to the
moments when bow presses catgut, but to the entire time-continuum devoted tomusic.' '

From this perspective it is clear that R. Hutner's practical suggestions are not
meant merely to salvage two neglected paragraphs of Shulkhan Arukh or to bestow
upon a limited number of pupils the benefits of a few additional hours of study.
What is at stake is the quality of one's experience of Torah (= life). Thus, to devote
both diurnal and nocturnal hours to study, to decline the Jamesian "moral holiday,"
and otherwise to amplify the learning order, is no less than to establish the con-
tinuum of time redeemed."

This grasp of the nature of talmud Torah may help us to formulate an approach
to two issues of significance for the modern Orthodox teacher at whatever leveL. I
note these areas without making any claim whatsoever that R. Hutner himself in-
tended, would identify with, or sympathize with such application:

(I) Every Bet Midrash has seen students defeated by their own unrealistic con-
cept of hatmadah. Obsessed with the necessity of dedicating every single moment to
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the imperious tome on the table, they fail, for this very reason, to realize their full
potential: at best, one gets the fellow of whom the Kotzker Rebbi cracked "He learns
so much, he never has time to know anything;" at worst, a despair in which attain-
ment is dissipated and piety distorted. While it is easy to pin such difficulties on
psychodynamic factors of a non-intellectual nature, it is important to acknowledge
here a genuine philosophical confusion. This perplexity may relate to the quality of
lived time as opposed to static time in general. But however that may be, R. Hutner's
analysis of the manner according to which one may construct an experienced con-
tinuum of talmud Torah capable of sustaining pauses and interruptions without los-
ing its quality as talmud Torah may help to establish a proper perspective.

(2) Thc time devoted to the liberal arts, particularly when their relevance to
Torah is not immcdiately and explicitly demonstrable, is a source of anxiety to those
who maintain an interest in these disciplines, and who, like myself, believe that this
involvement is advantageous to the religious growth of certain individuals. The
adoption and prosecution of such an intellectual lifestyle is a very complicated mat-
ter (and the achievement of all but its greatest proponents wil inevitably reflect their
intellectual, moral and spiritual limitations- as, of course, is the case with any way
of life); the problems and challenges connected with it ccrtainly cannot be resolved in
a sentence. Yet here too there might be rOOm to suggest that the sense of the ex-
periential continuum of commitment to study as formulated by R. Hutner may con-
tribute towards maintaining a healthy perspective.

Shalom Carmy

RA V HUTNER'S LECTURE

Very honorable gathering:
Let me excuse myself, first of all, for speaking while sitting. In

fact, it would be quite inappropriate for me to make a speech here at
alL. No commodity has been so hit by inflation as speech making. A
speech today would be too cheap an offering to so important a
gathering as this. If I am here, in any event, it is, indeed, not to make
a speech but simply to "learn and study." Therefore it is quite fitting
that I speak not standing but seated, for I am not "standing and

speaking" but rather "sitting and learning."
Since I have come here to study, clearly what one must learn

here is the halakhot pertaining to teaching. But to study all the laws
of teaching is impossible; therefore I have selected one sugyah in this
great area of halakhah pertaining to teaching. This topic is:

The Specific Vocation of Teachers in Our Generation

Why have we chosen this topic? It elevates a man's soul to un-
derstand his distinction. When a man understands clearly and well
the characteristics which distinguish him from his environment, this
understanding serves him as a source of inspiration and gives him

strength to endure many diffcult trials. What is true of the individual
is also true of the group collectively. Therefore we consider it very
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important that the present generation of teachers understand clearly
and well the Torah view regarding its distinction vis à vis the teachers
of previous generations.

Joshua Ben Gamla

To understand properly the Torah view regarding the distinction
of the present generation of teachers, we must correct a deeply en-

trenched mistake concerning the origin of teaching among Jews,
which is connected with Joshua Ben Gamla:

Indeed is that man remembered for good, Joshua Ben Gamla is his name. If
not for him the Torah would have been forgottcn from IsraeL. For at first,
whoever had a father-his father taught him Torah; whoever had no father

did not learn Torah. . . until Joshua Ben Gamla came and ordained that they
should establish teachers of children.7

It has already become an accepted formula of all those who
write the history of Jewish education to record with pride the fact
that the Jews had established compulsory schools in such ancient

times! We openly state that this entire formula is the opposite of the
truth. Such writers clearly have no conception of the difference be-
tween Israel and the nations.

Let us learn through this piece of Gemara. In the Gemara it is
stated that if not for Joshua Ben Gamla, "The Torah would have
been forgotten from IsraeL." This arouses wonder. From Mount Sinai
to Joshua Ben Gamla there passed many periods, during which
"whoever had a father - his father taught him Torah; whoever had
no father did not learn Torah"; nevertheless there was no danger of
the Torah being forgotten from IsraeL. So why does Joshua Ben
Gamla deserve such a yasher koah in the Gemara, that without his
ordinance the Torah would indeed have been forgotten from Israel?

One must recognize that in all those generations in which it was
the case that "whoever had a father - his father taught him Torah"
conduct was built upon an axiom that one must receive Torah where
one has received life. If one received life from one's father, then one
must receive the Torah from him too. Imagine that we were suddenly
to discover that a particular country has passed a law requiring all
newborn children to be placed in an incubator. We would all under-
stand that something is not in order with the mothers of that country.
This is indeed what the Gemara says: that until Joshua Ben Gamla
"whoever had a father- his father taught him Torah." Surely a pro-
fession is a blessing in life; but living itself can never become a profes-
sion. And Torah is identical with living. Just as one generation can-
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not give over life to the next generation professionally, so too one
generation cannot give Torah to the next generation professionally.
Just as a mother must carry her child biologically, so must the home
carry a Jewish child spiritually. The definition of a fetus is surely that
it is nourished by that which nourishes its mother;8 the best incubator
is surely no more than a substitute. It is self-evident that, if the im-
portance of education demanded that one not employ any substitute,
this brought about the situation in which "whoever had a father-his
father taught him Torah; whoever had no father did not learn
Torah."

But Israel and Torah are one, and just as it was ordained that
Israel undergo all sorts of setbacks, so too it was ordained that the
Torah undergo various setbacks. And there came a time when a
deterioration occurred. The father's house lost its fundamental

capacity for educational vitality, (when we say lost, we mean relative-
ly; a millonaire can lose a great deal and yet remain rich.) Then came
Joshua Ben Gamla and ordained the school for children. This means
that he superseded the educational approach of children with their
father, replacing it with that of children before their rebbe.

This is indeed the true understanding of the fact that in the situa-
tion of "whoever had a father - his father taught him Torah; whoever
had no father did not learn Torah" there was never any fear that the
Torah would be forgotten. To the contrary, this was the healthiness
of Torah and masorah among Jews. Since the situation of "whoever
has a father - his father teaches him Torah" is a healthy one, then
even when there is an orphan, he too breathes in an atmosphere of
"whoever has a father - his father teaches him Torah," and there can
be no speaking then about forgetting the Torah. Joshua Ben Gamla
receives a yasher koah in the Gemara, because he anticipated the set-
back, and he ordained the schools for children.

Therefore, when one writes the history of Jewish education and
calls upon us to be proud of the achievement - that among Jews there
is already, in antiquity, compulsory schooling-we repulse the proud
with the scorn appropriate to idolatrous values. That which they
regard as such pride for us would for us be the greatest humiliation
were it (Heaven forbid!) true. It is certainly true that, among the
Gentiles, the law of compulsory schooling is a step closer to the ideal
of "education" among Jews. But this is only an "adjustment." If they
tell us to be proud of the antiquity of this law of compulsory school-
ing, we say, for our part, that this is not to begin to understand the
havdalah between Israel and the nations.

However, if Sanhedrin enacts an ordinance for future genera-
tions until the end of days, this takkanah gives Klal Yisrael whatever
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powers are required in order to fulfiU the ordinance. So, if they
enacted an ordinance superseding the education of children in the
house of their father with that of children in the house of their rebbe,
this ordinance alone gives that power that through the study of Torah
one may receive paternal power over the student. A fit Jewish teacher
never falls into the mentality of a "professional" because deep in his
soul he feels that he is only a "substitute" - their rebbe in place of
their father.

"You shall be like My mouth"

However, all this talk about the tradition of Torah passing
specifically from father to son is only one aspect of the Giving of the
Torah; for the Humash speaks about two aspects of the Giving of the
Torah. From one aspect, the Torah was given to 600,000 receivers of
the Torah; it is they who were told: "You shall teach your sons to
speak of them, when you sit in your house. . ." (Devarim 11:19);
"Y ou shall make known to your sons and your sons' sons the day you
stood before your God at Horeb" (Devarim 4:9). All talk about
"whoever has a father - his father teaches him Torah" refers only to
this aspect of the Giving of the Torah.

The second aspect of the Giving of the Torah is also stated ex-
plicitly in the Humash. From this aspect, the Torah was not given to
be transmitted only from father to son; rather, the Torah addresses
itself to fathers, sons and grandsons simultaneously. Thus it is stated
in the Humash: "With whomever is with us here standing today
before God and with whomever is not here with us today" (Devarim
29: 14).

We call this - "he who is with us here. . . and he who is not
with us here" aspect- "the Giving of the Torah to neshamot," follow-
ing the usage of our Sages who state that all souls, all neshamot, were
at Sinai (Exodus R. 28:4). Referring to this as the Giving of the
Torah to neshamot, one implies that this has nothing to do with our
world. But this is not so. If not for the second aspect, the Giving of
the Torah would have been exclusively a matter of transmission from
father to son; then if there had been a disruption for one generation,
it would have been (Heaven forbid!) a break in the chain. If one link
in a long chain falls out, the wholeness of the chain can never be
restored; it is broken and lost. Because, howcvcr, thc Giving of the
Torah had a second aspect which reaches much deeper than the first
and which addresses itself to both fathers and sons simultaneously,
then even if there occurs (Heaven forbid!) a misfortune and one
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generation falls out, the next generation is not yet cut off from the
root. The next generation can again begin anew.

Now we may understand the special halakhah of teaching in a
special educational situation, namely the case of he who "teaches
Torah to the son of an ignoramus (am haarets)."9 For thus we rule
halakhically: that he who teaches Torah to the son of an ignoramus
becomes like the mouth of God, as it were, as the prophet Jeremiah
was told: "If you shall extract the noble from the worthless, like My
mouth you shall be" (Jeremiah 15:19). Do not wonder that I speak of
a halakhic ruling (pesak); a practical ruling derives from this state-
ment, namely that there is a preference to be shown for the teaching
of the am haarets's son.

Here lies the delicacy of the matter. We, as men, can only ac-
tivate our souls through our bodies. Thus our natural mode of Torah
and masorah is only that of transmission from father to son. The
Giving of the Torah to the neshamot can be transmitted through the
Holy One's mouth alone. Therefore when an individual teaches To-
rah to the son of an am haarets, where, in that case, the tradition
from father to son has been broken, a generation has fallen out of the
chain, then one must arrive at the Giving of the Torah to the nesha-
mot. The Giving of the Torah to souls is directly related only to the
mouth of the Holy One. Thus when a teacher successfully extracts
what is noble from what is worthless and leaps over the lost links in
the chain, this indicates that he has had the fortunate opportunity to
be engaged in the Giving of the Torah to neshamot. Therefore he
who teaches Torah to the son of the am haarets- his mouth becomes
like the mouth of the Holy One: "If you extract the noble from the
worthless, like My mouth you shall be."

Back to the Beginning of the Lecture

Now we come to the clarification of the special distinction of
teachers in our generation from all previous generations of teachers.
For that which was a special case for teachers of all the generations
has today become an everyday happening. Teachers today must be
prepared to leap over the lost links; it is the vocation of us all today
to extract what is noble from what is worthless. Our distinction vis à
vis all previous generations of teachers is that our mouths must
become like the mouth of the Holy One. We must affect the Giving
of the Torah to the souls.

This idea, in truth, is an explicit chapter of prophecy; and not
just any explicit prophecy, but the final prophecy among Jews:
"Behold I shall send you Elijah the prophet. . . And he shall restore
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the heart of fathers upon sons, and the heart of sons upon their
fathers" (Malahi 3 :23). "He shall restore the heart of fathers upon
sons" - Rashi interprets "upon sons" as meaning "through the sons";
the sons wil lead the fathers to repentance. Until the coming of Eli-
jah, the Torah always speaks about a transmission from fathers to
sons. Only when the Torah speaks of the spreading of Torah through
the prophet Elijah does it speak of a reversed transmission from

sons to fathers. For this is a prophecy for sons whose parents are a
generation that has fallen out of the continuum of generations; such
sons one must approach precisely via the Giving of the Torah to the
neshamot. For only through this aspect of the Giving of the Torah
can a later generation begin anew and so reestablish the continuity of
generations retroactively. And because this teaching is a Giving of
the Torah to the souls, it pertains to the prophet Elijah who did not
taste death and burial, whose body is, therefore, also his soul.

Who of our teachers today has not experienced the process of
bringing about repentance on the part of fathers through sons? This
is the distinction of our generation of teachers vis à vis previous

generations. Our spreading of Torah, that of a generation for which
Messiah's coming is imminent (Ikveta dMeshikhah), is already like
that of the prophet Elijah: "He shall restore the heart of fathers upon
sons-through the sons."

In Practice

From the awareness that the present generation of teachers hap-
pens to work in extraordinary circumstances there arises a special
obligation for orderly contact with the gedolei hador. For under such
conditions matters often come up as to what should take precedence
over what, and how far one may proceed with the rule: "It is a time to
do-they have abrogated Your Torah" (Psalm 119:126)10. Here one

may not rely upon oneself, Heaven forbid. Here one must consistent-
ly be tied to the great Sages of the generation. They are the "eyes of
the congregation" and no sane person wilingly ignores his own eyes.

That Torah Be Not Forgotten

I would like to suggest a line of conduct, for which I can in effect
claim personal experience. It is good to introduce this with a

halakhah. If an entire community has only an invalid etrog, then one
makes the benediction over the invalid etrog.11 Of course, when there
is a valid etrog this one would be invalid and the benediction recited
over it would be a "blessing in vain"; yet when there is no valid etrog
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available, there is a special ordinance that one should take the invalid
one. The term for this halakhah is: "That it not be forgotten." Even
more so regarding the modes of talmud Torah there certainly is a
matter of ~'lest it be forgotten." And since for our generation of
teachers who work in strange environments it happens very often that
they cannot fulfill the halakhot of schoolchildren as these are stated
in Shulkhan Arukh, one should keep in mind something in the
category of "lest it be forgotten." I would like to offer two examples
of this. It is the halakhah of all poskim that the study of children
must be conducted both by day and by night. We know very well how
rarely it is possible, under present-day conditions, to fulfill the law of
"by night"; however, in order "that study at night not be forgotten,"
one should encourage some children, at least, from time to time, to
come for learning at night. Or, for example, the law that one may
cancel lessons of school children only on the Eves of Sabbath and
yom tov. Now we all know that there are days when we are forced to
cancel the lessons of school children. But it would be very fine if
precisely on these days the teacher should keep it in mind to en-
courage several children to come to learn, if only for a short time, in
order that "the idea of not cancelling lessons not be forgotten." I

know from my own experience that I have instructed good friends of
mine who were teachers to do so. It is understood that one gave this
advice to teachers of personal courage. And they have afterwards
told me with joy the benefit they found in this conduct. The two ex-
amples are general. Local examples one can find in every place more
and more. In these situations, where the goal is to extract the noble
from the worthless, the extra-curricular activities which I urge "lest it
be forgotten" can be very usefuL.

I wish that you be so successful in your holy work that the next
generation of teachers after you wil no longcr nccd to extract the
noble from the worthless, but rather the noble from the noble.
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